Sound Bites

by Dustin Foley

F Pair->Pear

“I've spoken with families that had children whose upbringings bore a distinct resemblance to my own.”

“I hope farmers will voice their support for the couple of agricultural bills I'm presenting to congress on their behalf.”

These politicians are eager to make their voices heard! They’ve started to use creative language in their speeches,
which means we briefly get to hear something that could strike a new cord with voters. However, each statement
also contains a small taste of their hidden agenda.

O Bred->Bread

O Bury->Berry

F Stake->Steak

D Chilly->Chili

“I'm inspired by the never-ending constant support of my wonderful spouse.”

“If you're not registered for our party yet, be sure to become a member, or you risk letting your concerns get put far
below everyone else's.”

“There’s no time to waste faking qualifications and experience when the future of the country is what gets put at risk.”

“As a child, I myself knew the pain of dealing with rather cold winter nights.”

O Mustered->Mustard “My message needs to get spread from us to ardent supporters of my opponent, who have gathered together his
soldiers at another rally nearby.”

R Pi->Pie

T Moose->Mousse “We need to save our environment, and preserving the habitat of these antlered animals is an enormous step in the
right direction.”
H Plumb->Plum

“There's no way to measure the depths to which my detractors will sink to attempt to find a photograph lumping me
together with so-called special interest groups.”

G Beat->Beet

U Karat->Carrot

“The insincere half-truths and outright lies spouted by my opponent are continuous, like some sort of soap opera.”

“I've seen people all across the globe getting ready for my inevitable triumph over my opponent.”

“I insisted on having my car routed through the heart of your beautiful city, because your marvelous monuments are
worth their weight in diamonds.”

O Sunday->Sundae “I spent half the weekend hearing expensive proposals for NASA from sound aerospace engineers.”

H Serial->Cereal

T Muscle->Mussel “We must selflessly strive to always lend others the strength to persevere when they so desperately need it.”
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